
CanalRISK360
Comprehensive Risk Solutions

 Years Navigating the 
Risks of the Road

DC Protect 
The Power to Protect
Canal Insurance Company’s alliance with Lytx™ offers insureds safety resources at preferred pricing. Learn the power of the 
DC Protect™ program coupled with loss control consultative resources from CanalRISK360. With more than 75 years’ 
experience, Canal knows that safe driving behavior is an important component of a successful trucking carrier.    

Optimized for lean fleet operations with fewer than 350 vehicles and low insurance deductibles, the DC Protect Program 
offers industry-leading video, predictive analytics, proactive coaching tools and 100% protection.

Innovation: More than 15 years of market leadership in video-based safety.

Lytx™ has been a pioneer in video-based safety since 1998, capturing and analyzing billions of driving behavior events. The DC Protect Program 
leverages the insights from our flagship Lytx DriveCam Program while delivering a streamlined, results-driven safety solution specifically designed for 
fleets with low insurance deductibles and limited safety resources.

The Power of Video: Ability to improve driver safety.

The DC Protect Program harnesses the power of video to enable fleet managers to protect 100% of their fleet, identify false claims, improve driver 
safety and significantly reduce collision costs. The in-vehicle video event recorder captures events and analyzes behavior while providing real-time 
feedback to help keep drivers safe.

Lytx Safety Score: Helps predict the likelihood of a future collision based
on billions of miles driven.

Using the patented Lytx Engine™, the Lytx Safety Score™ assesses the probability 
of being in a collision based on data from more than 25 billion miles driven and 
collected over more than 15 years. The score evaluates driving behavioral patterns 
and compares these patterns to drivers who have experienced one or more 
collisions.

By understanding how driving patterns are indicative of risky driving behavior, the 
DC Protect program prioritizes based on risk assessment.
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Streamlined Safety Program: Identify and manage drivers who would benefit most from coaching.

With the Lytx Safety Score, you’re able to focus quickly on drivers with 
a higher probability of being involved in a collision (red category). The 
result is a higher likelihood of reducing the frequency and severity of 
collisions occurring in your fleet.

As part of the DC Protect Program, video events are captured and 
uploaded nightly for the 20%1 of drivers you’ve chosen to actively 
manage (the “managed” group). The events are analyzed and marked 
for coaching if risk is identified. Supervisors can then conduct coaching 
sessions to change risky driving behavior.

Video events for the remaining group of drivers (the “protected” 
group), can be requested on a “Go Fetch” basis for upload in the event 
of a collision or other incident.

Each month, drivers can be reassessed for coaching needs. This 
focuses your time and effort on those drivers most in need of 
improvement.

Advantages: Six more reasons to choose The DC Protect Program.

Consistent Scoring Methodology.
Driver safety scores are evaluated by the Lytx Engine where proprietary algorithms generate the ranking.

Open Flexible Platform.
Integrated way to send and receive information between the DriveCam Online® platform and your internal systems or third-party services.

Ongoing Equipment Monitoring.
Confirm that your equipment is actively working in the field with weekly reports that notify you of any potential issues.

24/7 Secure Access to the DriveCam Online Platform.
Easy-to-use online tool to coach drivers and view driver ranking.

Hosting, Storage, Security and System Maintenance.
We manage all of the program data so you can focus on running your fleet.

Automatic Program and Software Updates.
Helps future-proof your investment in the DC Protect Program.
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1 20% assumes 1:1 driver to vehicle ratio.

Insurance provided by Canal Insurance Company or Canal Indemnity Company and is not available 
in all states. Please refer to additional terms and conditions outlined at canalinsurance.com/rms.

 Lytx; DriveCam powered by Lytx; Lytx Engine; Lytx Insights; Sense, Predict, Prevent; and 
Delivering Insights. Driving Results are trademarks of Lytx, Inc. DriveCam, DriveCam Online 
and RAIR are registered trademarks of Lytx, Inc.

CONTACT US to learn how you can access this program at preferred pricing:
Gary Flaherty, AVP-Risk Management Services, Canal Insurance Company
gary.flaherty@canal-ins.com or 864.250.9224

mailto:Gary.Flaherty@canal-ins.com

